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The Master-Christian
Many of us are bent on producing and achieving, striving and hustling for our self-worth. Beneath this
relentless drive churns a deep yearning to uncover our true selves and our purpose in this world.
Gardeners familiar with the technique called "pruning open" know that the secret to healthy plants and
trees lies in subtracting rather than adding. Similarly, we begin to flourish as we let go of our false selves
and allow God to prune us open. With powerful stories and revealing research, Michelle DeRusha helps
readers: - learn how to declutter their hearts, minds, and souls through the practice of directed rest - let
go of busyness, striving, and false identities to embrace their truest selves as beloved children of God grow in their relationships, vocations, communities, and intimacy with God True You offers those
exhausted by the pervasive do-more, be-more messages of our society a path toward rest, renewal, and,
ultimately, wholeness in Christ.

Waiting on God
Inspiring stories of 10 Christian women who made a difference in the lives of people around them and
had an immeasurable impact on the kingdom of God.

The American Catalogue
Beloved author Warren W. Wiersbe gives you a glimpse into the lives fascinating and faithful believers
whose struggles and triumphs will inspire and encourage you along life's uncertain journey.

When Does It Get Easier?
Fortis Momentum
This book Beyond Four Boarders is about marriage challenges of the South African citizens who are
married to Africans from Africa. The damage of the division of Africa a long time ago still is felt today.
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The different languages, cultures, perceptions, and stereotypes. Some South African mothers even go to
the extent of cursing their daughters married to Africans from Africa. Some African mothers from Africa
also don't approve South African ladies. We need to address this in order to allow our children to marry
those they love. In this book I'm focusing on those who are struggling in marriages. These are usually
the middle class and the lower class people. The rich don't experience these challenges. God gave me the
title Beyond Four Boarders based on that my husband Katalay was beyond four boarders when I wrote
this book. Katalay comes from Democratic Republic of Congo, when traveling by road, he goes through
Zambia (2 boarders), Zimbabwe (2 boarders) then enter South African boarder. L'amour and I suffered
hardship when Katalay was in Congo for over four years. The lies, gossiping, humiliation at home, in the
community and some churches. The false beliefs that "foreign nationals marry South African women for
identity document and to get resources. That African men from Africa come to South Africa already
married and marry South African women as second wives. Denying African men from visiting their
parents and siblings accusing them of visiting their wives and children. Now also added is falsely
accusing foreign nationals of being human traffickers without any proof." Children of South Africans
and African parents hide their identities at school for fear of discrimination. My daughter L'amour is
asked by her classmates what nationality she is. They don't understand why her name is L'amour and not
an African name. Some women and children why L'amour is taller that her classmates. There are
children from various African countries who hide their identities because the moment it is know they are
called derogative names. One day I took L'amour at a public park, I heard some kids between 7 - 10
years old telling a young Zimbabwean boy to go to his country and stop using a South African swing.
The boy just kept quiet and kept playing. I did watch to make sure the boy was not beaten by his bullies.
As individuals we have to make sure we promote loving our fellow human beings in spite of where they
come from. There are people who think I'm from Africa and not a South African. That does not bother
me. This happened even before the democracy of South Africa. I remember applying for an identity
document, I spent two years going to Home Affairs Department, every Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays after school to apply for my identify document. Home Affairs told me to go to Zimbabwe or
Mozambique to bring my father. What a humiliation it was. This book is also based on my personal
challenges being married to a Congolese and of others I have met with similar problems. My
domineering and controlling mother and relatives rejecting my husband. My husband's domineering and
controlling mother who rejected me. Katalay's mother and sister calling me a foreigner, on the other
hand my mother, siblings and some relatives calling Katalay a foreigner. These inflictions of pain went
on for over 10 years of our marriage. When they failed on talking they resorted to witchcraft. It is unfair
that parents choose for their children who to marry. To claim to care and protect their children. The
phenomenon of choosing marriage partners by parents for their children is an unfair practice. Such
parents usually have their interest in heart and not that of their children. Some of these children after
agreeing to the arranged marriage they turn to drugs and alcohol to deal with the pressure. Some even
abuse their spouses.

Courageous World Changers
The Christian Evangelist
Let Your Faith Be Moved by the Masterpieces Art becomes a masterpiece when it stands the test of time
and challenges its viewers to see the world from a new perspective. The vast legacy of human expression
is therefore a rich resource of introspection and wisdom for Christians today. 75 Masterpieces Every
Christian Should Know anthologizes some of humanity’s most influential and renowned works of art.
Terry Glaspey masterfully analyzes how each piece responds to the reality of the human condition and
Christian truth. Glaspey examines architecture, plays, novels, paintings, films, and even albums, evoking
how some probe the dark corners of human suffering, while others capture the mystery, beauty, and
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wonder of life. Each selection is universally revered for its craftsmanship and ubiquitously esteemed
across both time and cultures. From Rembrandt’s The Return of the ProdigalSon to Jane Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice to Johnny Cash’s At Folsom Prison, every masterpiece reveals some truth that has both
enriched the Christian faith and left an indelible mark on the legacy of artistic achievement. Through
engaging these masterpieces, Christians today can enrich their own faith with the creativity of history’s
brilliant artists. This book serves as both historian and biographer, as devotional and art criticism. May
this book be a modest doorway into a world of deeper appreciation, a guide to the treasures of our
tradition that enriches both your faith and understanding of the human experience.

Hearts of Fire
A look at the fact the there are treasures in the home of the righteous. This does not mean that we are all
rich, but the things God gives to us are treasures, even such as a piece of bread and more. There is much
trouble in the revenues of the wicked, because they have forsaken the Lord and His holy ways. And
more Julia Carrington shares real life stories to illustrate the importance of these verses in this Bible
study. Highly recommended! Get the book now! This book makes an ideal gift. Get the book for family
and friends now! "Julia Carrington draws from the depth of her relationship with God to connect her
readers to His heart and His voice. She knows the language of God and writes encouraging her readers
to know His voice and follow Him."--T.C. "Thanks be to God. I read one of her books, which was very
good. She is a Christian first and foremost, and an awesome writer. If you have never read one of her
books, let me encourage you to do so. Amen."--R.C. We are so pleased to have writing for us our lovely
author Julia Audrina Carrington, who is a best-selling international Christian author of many Christian
books and Christian novels that are sold around the world. And we believe that this book and all her
books are sure to bless, challenge, inspire, entertain and bring Christian value and Biblical truth. Julia
specializes in Christian fiction, personal growth, kindle books, books, Christian suspense, Christian
inspirational, romance, and a wide variety of books and topics. It is Julia's desire to glorify God in all
things.--God's Glory Publishing

A Bible Study of Proverbs Chapter 15--Book 2
The first book on Christian apologetics written by a leading atheist figure that teaches Christians the best
and worst arguments for defending their faith against attack The Christian faith has been vigorously
defended with a variety of philosophical, historical, and theological arguments, but many of the
arguments that worked in an earlier age no longer resonate in today's educated West. Where has
apologetics gone wrong? What is the best response to the growing challenge presented by scientific
discovery and naturalistic thought? Unlike every work on Christian apologetics that has come before,
How to Defend the Christian Faith is the first one written by an atheist for Christians. As a former
Christian defender who is now a leading atheist thinker, John Loftus answers these questions and more.
He shows readers why Christian apologists have failed to reach the intelligent nonbeliever and offers
practical advice for Christians, whether they want to better defend their faith against atheist arguments,
or actively convert more individuals to Christianity.

They Were Christians
Girls need heroes. Why not introduce them to women who are smart, bold, courageous, and who love
Jesus? -Amy L. Sullivan Book One in the Gutsy Girls: Strong Christian Women Who Impacted the
World series introduces readers to Gladys Aylward, the ultimate gutsy girl. Gladys wanted to tell the
people of China about Jesus, but others said she was "too old" and "not smart" and that China was "far
too dangerous". Gladys ignored these words and set out on an adventure. Young readers are invited to
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jump aboard the Trans-Siberian Railway and experience Gladys' story, told with engaging text and
stunning illustrations. What Others are Saying I absolutely love this book - it's fun, it's relatable, and
with its vibrant illustrations and energetic prose, it's so readable. What a gift it is to be able to share this
inspiring story and much-needed role model with the young girls in my life. -Michelle DeRusha, author
of 50 Women Every Christian Should Know: Learning from Heroines of the Faith What a beautiful
brave story of an ordinary girl turned into a gutsy servant of Jesus. Girls everywhere will be inspired to
become like Gladys Aylward after they finish. Engaging and inspiring. -Mary DeMuth, author of 150
Quick Questions to Get Your Kids Talking As soon as I started reading this book, I knew it was a
godsend to a generation of young ladies desperate to know that God still can and will use them for great
things. In Gutsy Girls, Amy L. Sullivan does a magnificent job of sharing the true story of Gladys
Aylward and how a nobody by the world's standards turned out to be one of the "gutsiest" women ever.
Gutsy Girls truly is a clarion call to our daughters to be courageous world changers. This book needs to
find itself on our daughters' nightstands everywhere! -Kristi Bailey, homeschooling mom of four, former
public school teacher, and Administrator of the North Point Homeschool Co-op.

Mail Order Bride: Jade's Journey
WINNER OF CHRISTIANITY TODAY'S 2021 BOOK AWARD FOR CHILDREN & YOUTH
Women of Fearless Faith Meet women who have used their God-given talents to live out their faith to
the fullest. They come from a variety of backgrounds, eras, and ethnicities, but each one has answered
the Lord’s call on their life in bold and innovative ways. Children of all ages will be inspired by the
stories of Corrie ten Boom—activist, author, and Holocaust survivor Laurie Hernandez—gymnast who
won both gold and silver medals in her sport Florence Nightingale—health care reformer Madeline
L’Engle—author of children’s literature Katherine Johnson—trailblazing NASA mathematician These
and the 45 other female spiritual role models featured in this book have made a profound impact on the
world around them, and in many cases changed the course of history. Strong, smart, and sometimes
outspoken, these women are tremendous examples of God’s love in action. These inspiring profiles will
captivate kids’ imaginations and encourage them to discover their own gifts and how they can use them
to glorify God.

Seeking the Abundant Life
Arranged By: Gabriel, Charles H.

The Enchanted April
God Knows My Size!
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly returned to her grandparents' home place in
search of a journal that revealed explosive crimes and atrocities of the past that had haunted her grandma
for nearly sixty-five years. Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed her as she set out to solve the
mystery that surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was contained in the journal only
deepened her resentment of God. Because of her quest, she came in contact with many strong believers,
especially a handsome young pastor and three senior citizens. In that small town in the foothills of the
mountains of North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to fade in the
light of the strong faith of the young pastor and three senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of
faith and hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh Griffin, a native North Carolinian,
resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union County Public
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Schools where she was an Administrative Assistant to the Assistant Superintendent. She has two
daughters and four grandchildren who also reside in the Old North State.

How to Defend the Christian Faith
Hiding in the Light
"Hidden Mountain Secret Garden: a theological contemplation on prayer" helps the reader discover the
riches of mental prayer in the Catholic Tradition. In fact, the images of the "Hidden Mountain" and the
"Secret Garden" are ancient metaphors for contemplative prayer, a kind of prayer that begins and ends in
faith. This book is especially for those whose prayer is a search for the loving eyes of One who has
conquered death. This kind of prayer beholds the wonder of Christ's living but hidden presence in one's
highest thoughts and most noble aspirations as well as in one's instinctual urges and deepest longings.
The ecstasy of this kind of prayer extends beyond even the vast unexplored horizons of the human heart
and opens to an immensity of such excessive mercy that all else is forgotten -- and only love remains.
The whole world needs this love: it is the secret garden, the hidden mountain, the inexhaustible riches
only prayer knows and an excess of grace only prayer can make known. This is why Blessed John Paul
II told the Church not to be afraid to open wide the doors of our hearts to Christ and it is why He told the
young people of the world to be proud to proclaim the Gospel of the Lord. For those brave souls who
have faithfully open their hearts to the Lord through this discipline of this kind of prayer, every Christian
owes you a debt of gratitude. For those who want to join them, this work encourages you along the way
-- for the journey you endeavor is at once the most perilous, the most heart-rending and the most
wonderful adventure this world has ever known. "Dr. Anthony Lilles has authored an introduction to
prayer that is inspiring and encouraging. For those desiring to pray this is a resource that is full of
practical advice - written simply and attractively. This book bears the mark of a man - husband, father
and teacher - who is not only imbued with the wisdom of the Saints, but who has also, through his own
prayer, learned how all of us can, through prayer, foster faith in and love for Jesus and his Gospel."
THOMAS G. WEINANDY, O.F.M., CAP. Executive Director for the Secretariat for Doctrine United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops This is a wonderful book. I've taught spiritual theology many
years and I wish I had had this text use. In fact, I wish I had written this book. It is scriptural, patristic,
historical, theological, mystical, experiential and user friendly. Dr. Lilles takes us through the spiritual
journey of prayer, citing Fathers and doctors, saints and even sinners to guide us on our Christian way
toward contemplation. Weaving many themes into a harmonious whole, he opens up the life of
contemplation for all Christians, our baptismal birthright in a way that is accessible and attractive. This
is a book one will read more than once. FR. GILES DIMOCK, O.P., S.T.D University Parish of St.
Thomas Aquinas At the University of Virginia In this book we find the real meat of the new
evangelization. The church in America will not be renewed by "facts about Jesus" but only through one's
choice to let Christ reach the heart and change it from within. It is an ancient message received by only
few: Do not be afraid of letting go of what now defines you. Let Christ tell you who you are. Dr. Lilles
is one of the ablest guides to lead us through to such a choice. Will I stay with knowledge about Jesus or
will I enter the garden of prayer and finally come to know Him!! Do not be afraid to be loved, read this
book. DEACON JAMES KEATING, PH.D, Institute for Priestly Formation, Omaha, NE

Beyond Four Boarders
The Assembly Herald
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A little white stone of hope for the coming days. Please take it freely and show others the way, the truth,
and the life. Revelation 6 and Zechariah.

Seven Women
If you find yourself in severe personal trials, wondering where God is, this book is for you. Do you have
a pile of insurmountable problems, a tragedy about to happen, or maybe a pattern in your life that goes
on and on, never seeming to change or improve? It's another trip around the mountain, and the mountain
is getting steeper and rockier every time. Huge obstacles keep blocking your way; death lurks around the
next bend; a black cloud follows you wherever you go. What are we willing to endure in order to be
changed by God? While the disciples expected to see greater victory, comfort, and excitement from their
Master, Jesus talked more and more about dying, giving all, and taking up your cross. While they
wanted to celebrate and make Him king, He told them He was going to suffer and die, and they were
too. Why? Because suffering is the scriptural price of drawing closer to Him.

10 Women Every Christian Should Know (Ebook Shorts)
Glory
This series of messages is based on the guidelines for the good life in the poem of Henry van Dyke. It
begins, "Four things we must all learn to do." Jesus said, " I came that they may have life, and have it
abundantly." (John 10:10) After the introductory message there are two messages on each of four
guidelines: 1) good thinking; 2) good will (love); 3) good deeds from good motives (integrity); and 4)
good news of trust in God.

Why Are We Losing the Kids?
American national trade bibliography.

50 Pentecostal and Charismatic Leaders Every Christian Should Know
Gutsy Girls: Strong Christian Women Who Impacted the World
Read the stories of Joan of Arc Susanna Wesley, Hannah More, Sister Maria of Paris, Corrie ten Boom,
Rosa Parks, and Mother Teresa! In this highly anticipated follow-up to the enormously successful Seven
Men, New York Times bestselling author Eric Metaxas gives us seven captivating portraits of some of
the greatest women who ever lived, each of whom changed the course of history by following God’s
call upon their lives—now in paperback. Teenaged Joan of Arc followed God’s call and liberated her
country, dying a heroic martyr’s death. Susanna Wesley had nineteen children and gave the world its
most significant evangelist and its greatest hymn writer, her sons John and Charles. Corrie ten Boom,
arrested for hiding Dutch Jews from the Nazis, survived the horrors of a concentration camp to astonish
the world by forgiving her tormentors. And Rosa Parks’s deep sense of justice and unshakable dignity
and faith helped launch the twentieth-century’s greatest social movement. Writing in his trademark
conversational and engaging style, Eric Metaxas reveals how the extraordinary women profiled here
achieved their greatness, inspiring readers to lives guided by a call beyond themselves.

Hidden Mountain, Secret Garden
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This is a completely revised, 2nd edition. Many thanks to the readers who pointed out the numerous
errors our first editor missed. 2013 Foreword Reviews Award Finalist Don't Catch the Bug in Space!
The year is 2040. Facing the threat of a viral pandemic, four friends will finally unite for an
extraordinary reunion. Within an orbiting virtual world, the former seminarians will confront personal
demons, while sharing ideas about the meaning of life, friendship, and love-including the existence of
God. It is an allegorical dance played out in the microcosmic and metaphysical drama of the human
condition. Can they return to Earth before the plague makes it impossible, dropping the curtain on
existence forever?

50 Simple Questions for Every Christian
"The story of Rifqa's remarkable spiritual journey from Islam to Christianity is also the untold story of
how she ran from her father's threats to find refuge with strangers in Florida, only to face a controversial
court case that reached national headlines. Most of all, it is the story of a young girl who made lifechanging sacrifices to follow Jesus"--Amazon.com.

10 People Every Christian Should Know (Ebook Shorts)
Throughout history, countless women have boldly stepped out in faith and courage, leaving their
indelible mark on those around them and on the kingdom of God. In lively prose Michelle DeRusha tells
their stories, bringing into focus fifty incredible heroines of the faith. From Catherine of Siena, Teresa of
Avila, and Anne Hutchison to Susanna Wesley, Harriet Tubman, and Corrie ten Boom, women both
famous and admirable live again under DeRusha's expert pen. These engaging narratives are a potent
reminder to readers that we are not alone, the battles we face today are not new, and God is always with
us in the midst of the struggle.

Christian Beliefs
Beloved author Warren W. Wiersbe gives you a glimpse into the lives fascinating and faithful believers
whose struggles and triumphs will inspire and encourage you along life's uncertain journey.

75 Masterpieces Every Christian Should Know
School, clubs, soccer practice, piano lessons, study groups, latte with friends, dinner with grandparents,
sleepovers, birthday parties, shopping—young ladies today are always on the go, their busy lives filled
with activities and socializing. Girls interact with more people and in more places than ever before. But
all of those opportunities to build friendships, make a good impression, and enjoy exciting experiences
can go awry if she hasn’t learned the basics of good conduct, respectful interaction, and thoughtful
behavior. While the formal rules of etiquette are not taught the way they once were, good manners are as
critical today as they ever were. 50 Things Every Young Lady Should Know provides a modern update
on the ageless idea that girls should know appropriate and courteous responses to any given situation.
Good manners aren’t just some quaint idea and old-fashioned concept from the past. They’re an
essential aspect of every young lady’s path to adulthood and the skills she will need to thrive in
whatever she chooses to do. In an ever-changing world, good manners never go out of style.

Fit over 50
50 Women Every Christian Should Know
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Throughout history, inspiring leaders have stepped out in faith, stirring many to renewed strength and
purpose. With sparkling writing and fascinating detail, Dean Merrill captures the bold, often surprising
stories of notable Pentecostal, charismatic, and Spirit-empowered leaders. As Dean trains his journalist's
eye on the lives of Smith Wigglesworth, David du Plessis, William J. Seymour, Aimee Semple
McPherson, and many more, these engaging narratives challenge readers to follow in the footsteps of
these extraordinary individuals and obey the Holy Spirit.

10 People Every Christian Should Know (Ebook Shorts)
What do Abraham Lincoln, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Louis Pasteur, Frederick Douglass, Florence
Nightingale, and John D. Rockefeller Sr. all have in common? They all changed the world--and they
were all Christians. Now the little-known stories of faith behind twelve influential people of history are
available in one inspiring volume. They Were Christians reveals the faith-filled motivations behind
some of the most outstanding political, scientific, and humanitarian contributions of history. From the
founding of the Red Cross to the family crisis that drove America's favorite president to his knees and
cracked his religious skepticism, the fascinating stories of these faithful history-makers will inspire,
encourage, and entertain readers of history and biography.

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy on Christianity
Christian Essentials Made Plain and Simple God doesn’t call every Christian to go off to seminary, but
there are certain matters of doctrine—that is, the church’s teaching—that every Christian simply must
know. Theology is important because what we believe affects how we live. If you’re a relatively new
believer in Jesus, or if you’re a more mature Christian looking for a quick brush-up on basics of the
faith, Christian Beliefs is for you. This readable guide to twenty basic Christian beliefs is a condensation
of Wayne Grudem’s award-winning book on systematic theology, prized by pastors and teachers
everywhere. He and his son, Elliot, have boiled down the essentials of Christian theology for the average
layperson and made them both clear and applicable to life. You will learn about the Bible, the
characteristics of God, what it means that we are created in the image of God, what God has done for us
in Christ, the purpose of the church, and much more. Each chapter includes questions for personal
review or group discussion. These truly are twenty basic beliefs that every Christian should know.
Wayne Grudem is a master teacher with the ability to explain profound truths in simple language. He is
a man of deep conviction and theological passion—and those who read this book will be both educated
and encouraged in the faith. R. Albert Mohler Jr., President, The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky Based on Systematic Theology, this summary will certainly help
beginners with Christ to get the hang of their faith. J. I. Packer, Regent College, Vancouver, British
Columbia As Wayne Grudem’s Systematic Theology contracts into a compact book, I do not lose my
enthusiasm for the truth he loves and the clarity of his words. John Piper, Bethlehem Baptist Church,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

50 Things Every Young Lady Should Know
Eight women from eight very different backgrounds. Yet the struggles they each faced rang with eerie
similarity. These courageous women from across the globe-Pakistan, India, Romania, Former Soviet
Union, China, Vietnam, Nepal, Indonesia-shared similar experiences of hardship, subjugation, and
persecution, all because of their faith in Christ. Yet all of these women have emerged from adversity as
leaders and heroines. The eight modern-day pilgrims featured in Hearts of Fire are the hidden jewels in
the church universal. They are worthy role models of faith and passion, and women of every age will
gain new strength and hope for their own times of crisis and trial as they read these inspiring stories.
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Each story concludes with thoughtful self-reflection questions for the reader.

The Last Seminarian
Health, Fitness, and Weight Loss Advice You Can Trust To stay fit over 50, you don’t need to be an
expert on health. You need essential, practical, and accurate information from people who are experts.
Doctors Walt Larimore and Phillip Bishop want to give you truthful and trustworthy advice to help you
separate fact from wishful thinking and to identify misconceptions when you see them. Take control of
your overall well-being with tips to help improve your health in four key areas: Physical — learn proven
principles for effective weight loss, exercise, and nutrition Emotional — keep your mind sharp and better
manage your emotions Relational — stay connected to others and build a stronger sense of community
Spiritual — improve your relationship with God When you apply these easy-to-follow and scientifically
sound strategies, you're more likely to reap the many benefits of living well and staying healthy.

The Yearbook of the United Brethren in Christ for the Year of Our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ
One month of readings that teach Christians to wait on God and thus renew their strength. Examines the
biblical commandments and promises on the subject and teaches the power available to believers to
learn to wail.

Great Women of the Christian Faith
Written in a respectful and conversational style, this unique book is designed to promote constructive
dialogue and foster mutual understanding between Christians and non-Christians. The author, a skeptic
and journalist, asks basic questions about Christian belief. What is the born-again experience? Why
would God want to sacrifice his only son for the world? Do miracles really happen? How reliable is the
Bible? What is the rapture? Why isn't everyone a Christian? Each question is followed by commentary
and analysis that is skeptical and tough but never argumentative or condescending. Christians will find
the book useful as a basis for developing their apologetics, while skeptics will welcome Harrison's
probing rational analysis of religious claims.

Hope Returns
Forced to sell and clear her family home, Jade Fern discovers papers left by her ancestors - including
one portion of a mysterious map. Always ready for adventure, Jade decides to use what little money is
left from the sale of the house to travel to Rainbow Mountain and lay claim to Seth and Constance
MacLeod's abandoned land. Julius Neil, a free-spirited wanderer, also has reason to believe that the land
belongs to him, but meets his match in the feisty Jade, who refuses to give up the land. Can the two find
common ground and work things out, or will their battle end in tears? Sheriff Augustus Gordon and his
wife have a scheme that may provide an answer.

Minutes of the Session of the New England Annual Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church
Four very different women, all wanting to escape cold and dreary London for different reasons, come
together to share a month's holiday in an Italian medieval castle. There’s timid Lotty Wilkins, terrified
of her domineering husband; sober and religious Rose Arbuthnot; rigid and judgemental Mrs Fisher; and
the breathtakingly beautiful but disillusioned and unhappy Lady Caroline Dester. They are lured to the
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castle by the advertised 'wisteria and sunshine', but they end up finding there so much more than they
had bargained for. The place transforms them and their lives are unexpectedly changed. Von Arnim's
story of their metamorphosis under the Italian sun is warm, witty, intelligent, and as enchanting as the
title suggests. Elizabeth von Arnim (1866–1941), née Mary Annette Beauchamp, was a British novelist.
Born in Australia, her family returned to England when she was three years old; and she was Katherine
Mansfield’s cousin. She was first married to a Prussian aristocrat, the Graf von Arnim-Schlagenthin,
and later to the philosopher Bertrand Russel’s older brother, Frank, whom she left a year later. She then
had an affair with the publisher Alexander Reeves, a man thirty years her junior, and with H.G. Wells.
Von Arnim moved a lot, living alternatively in the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Germany, Poland,
before dying of influenza in South Carolina during the Second War. Elizabeth von Arnim was an active
member of the European literary scene, and entertained many of her contemporaries in her Chalet Soleil
in Switzerland. She even hired E. M. Forster and Hugh Walpole as tutors for her five children. She is
famous for her half-autobiographical, satirical novel "Elizabeth and her German Garden" (1898), as well
as for "Vera" (1921), and "The Enchanted April" (1922).

True You
I found this book on Bookbub, and am thrilled with what I've read. I wish every Christian would read
it--especially every pastor and leader. My husband (who is a pastor) and I had already come to these
conclusions before I found this book, but it gives me great hope that others are seeing the same
disastrous problems. We have created a "monster" that we call "church" which little resembles the New
Testament kind, and people are fleeing it. For all the promise of the "contemporary" style church, it isn't
really much better. The church is failing to make disciples and failing to make any real impact in the
culture, and it's all because we have failed to make authentic (true) converts. It's that simple. It's easy to
make a disciple of someone who has been truly converted. Otherwise, with our usual crop of
"decisions," it's like pushing a rope to get any serious commitment or Christlikeness out of them. The
Bible says that Jesus is the Door, but to be brutally honest, the only way through that Door is to
crawl--in repentance, submission (brokenness), and faith. We are no different than the church of the
Middle Ages that baptized babies for salvation, leaving millions of people still in their sins. There isn't
really any such thing as "a church for the unchurched" as many like to claim today. We should be the
church of the redeemed, but we have become a church of the unsubmissive, unrepentant, unconverted,
uncommitted, and unfaithful. And it all goes back to one thing--real salvation thru real repentance and
real faith in Jesus Christ."-M.J. Freeman ..". thought provoking book showing true believers in Jesus
Christ the need to examine the methods we are using to evangelize our children the author backs up all
of her writing with scripture, the true Word of God." -Alicia Canner " Wow what an eye opener, it
opened my eyes to the real meaning of being born again. Not only a book to help with the youth but for
everyone"-Malinda Zemrose As Christian women, there is probably nothing more heartbreaking than
seeing our children turn from God. We spend thousands of dollars, and sacrifice countless hours to VBS,
Bible clubs, Youth outings, Church camp, and children's parties every year. We build elaborate stage
sets, plan fantastic carnivals, and youth extravaganzas and bus in all the children and teens we can find
in the hopes of leading them to Christ; and yet we are still losing them. We see the grown-up children,
the "fruits" of our outreaches, living as practical Atheists. They walk and talk and act like the world,
even loving the world, and though they claim to be saved, evidence of life in Christ is conspicuously
absent. Even our own children are abandoning the faith. They have asked Jesus into their hearts and yet
we see them turn from God at staggering rates. Statistics show that no less than half have turned from
God by High School age and closer to two thirds by the time they finish college. What we're doing is
just not working! In Why Are We Losing the Kids? You'll see where we have gone wrong and where to
go from here. - We can turn the tide on our failing ministry efforts! - We can share the gospel without
creating false converts or backsliders! - We can keep the kids if we'll follow God's plan! The Bible has
the answers if we're willing to hear them!
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